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orbital control of a geos.latliona satellie. The high po r copeofthipper nl

required during the thrusting is l~l., conmpensated by the to the use of this ion propulsion package on the ARTEMIS

seduction of mass that can he pioportioned amono increasd satellite configurauon and rmission After a short description ol

payload, lifetime or decread lauh ss. the ARTEMIS mission, the main iadc off's ih.u leadcdtoadopt
the IPP will be summarized. The north-soith station keeping

owever e vry low acelrations f the a strategy will be presented, pointing out the opraional
iropulsion icqore a substatiial hange :11 fthe station -keigrge d thpropulsion enre a suh hane in the station-keepig cstraints deriving from the solar array shadowing, the power
procedures; in fact, a contlinuous orhit state observation and budget and the east-west coupling. Then the impacts of the ion
control is required, with long daily manoeuvres to compenate thrusters acceleration uncertainties in the orbit determination
the out-of-plane perturbations. This impacts not only on the prss will be analyzed together with the consequent
operations, but also on the attitude control. operational problems.

This paper describes how these problems have been faced and Finally the ARTEMIS attitude control perfornance during the
solved in the frame of the ARTEMIS program, promoted by north-south station keeping will be described, with particular
ESA to demonstrate a new telecommunication pay-load and to attention to the problems related to the high number of
validate new space technologies. A trade-off between the station-keeping manoeuvres, to their long duration, and to the
classical and electrical propulsion system is first presented, and high level of disturbing torques. In particular, we will describe
the operational consequences of the electrical propulsion on the the procedure to maintain the ion thruster towards the center of
station keeping are then examined: the impacts on the attitude gravity in order to minimize the disturbance torques and the use
control are finalld discussed.control are finally discussed of a star sensor to evaluate the yaw measurements during the

NOMENCLATURE burning phase of the IPP.

AOCS Attitude and Orbit Control System ARTEMIS mission

BOL Beginning of Life ARTEMIS is a geostationary communication satellite,

COG Center of Gravity stabilized on three axes, having dimensions and weight

DGMW Double Gimballed Momentum Wheel compatible with the double launch of ARIANE; the launcher

IPP Ion Propulsion Package will leave ARTEMIS in a transfer orbit, from which it will be

ITAM Ion Thruster Alignment Mechanism injected in the operational orbit through two apogee engine

LEO Low Earth Orbit firings, being ARTEMIS equipped with an unified propulsion

LLM L-band Land Mobile system.

N-S North-South During its lifetime, the satellite will be operated and
OBDH On Board Data Handling maintained in its station point, in the range from 6 to 19 deg
ODR Optical Data Relay East, within an error box of ±0.07 in longitude and latitude.
PICS Platform Integrated Control Sysiem The east-east station keeping manoeuvres will be perfomied
SI)R S-band Data Relay with the bipropellant propulsion system, while the north-south

INTROl);(TION manoeuvres with the ion propulsion package.

The satellite (fig.l) consists of a platform providing all the

required services (power supply, attitude control, propulsion,
The ARTEMIS mission is promoted by ESA with the main telemetry and telecommand, etc.) and a payload designed, in

objective of in-orbit demonstration of a new telecommunicaiion particular, for advanced data relay and land mobile applications
payload and of a number of new technologies, such as the ion

propulsion ad Nickel-ydrogen atteries. At this scope three baseline payloads are foreseen:
propulsion and Nickel-Hyt:drogen batteries.

a S o is t m c r t s -an S-band multiple access data relay payload (SDR), for
Alenia Spazio is the main contractor for the satelltue design demonstration of the technology needed by future data relay

and realization, and has the direct responsibility ot the dcsign, do of te t o e

development and realization of the Platform Iegrated Control servis for medium data rates;

System (PICS). which includes, in a new unilied design
,cncept, the attitude control AO(CS) and the on hoard data Work performed within the ARTEMIS phase B study, on

handling IOBDII) functions. ESA contract.
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-a laser optical data relay communication experiment (ODR), Trade-off's

providing a high data rate link with LEO satellites; The main advantage deriving from the IPP is the saving of

-an L-band mobile services payload (LLM), utilizing a large largeamountof propellantbecauseof theperformance increase

reflector to provide spot beams and experimenting frequency (3000 s of specific impulse for the ion propulsion against 300

re-use facilities. s for the bipropellant), that results in a reduction of the on-orbit

propellant equivalent to about 15% of the BOL satellite mass.

Fig.3 reports, versus the spacecraft dry mass, the total fuel

u,, , budget relative to a satellite using only chemical propellant and
-- to a satellite using the ion propulsion for the north-south

station-keeping.

PROPELLANT VS S/C DRY MASS
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The payload mass (about 600 kg) suggested, since the Fig.3 - Propellant mass budget versus satellite dry mass,
beginning of the phase A study, a non conventional approach for chemical only and chemical-ion configurations
to reduce the overall satellite mass at launch. The use of IPP
was promoted by ESA to meet the heavy mission requirement,
and at the same time to validate in orbit a new technology. The two scales account for the differences of the IPP weight

Another problem arising fromthe abovepayloads is the severe (abo ut 80 kg). The figure show that, f or ARTEMIS

constraints imposed to the configuration. One of the most configuration (1320 kg of dry mass, included IPP), the

important consequence is the IPP positioning. At launch the propellant difference is about 240 kg, which corresponds to a
net weight difference at launch of about 160 kgnorth and south faces of ARTEMIS are almost completely et weht difference alaunch of about 160 kg.

covered by the folded solar wings, so that the ion thrusters At the beginning a thruster positioning with the force
cannot be mounted at their theoretically optimum positions; as components such to perform also the east-west manoeuvres was
shown in fig.2, they are located on the edges of north and south studied, but it was left because of configuration problems.
faces, with a cant angle from the cross track direction nominally Nevertheless the propellant saving is always very high and it
passing through the center of gravity of the satellite: this is can be utilized for decreasing the launch mass with the
required to minimize the disturbance torques during the firing consequent reduction of launch cost.
phases, but it is paid in terms of loss of efficiency in north-south We should also consider the large power required by the ion
manoeuvres. The variations of COG during the satellite lifetime thrusters, which amounts to approximately 600 watts during
are accounted for by mounting the IPP on a gimballed platform the burning phases.

The ARTEMIS satellite requires about 1000 W of power for
the payload, that will be operating both in sunlight and in

RIT eclipse; then the solar array has to be dimensioned in order to
-.. .- UK provide sufficient power also to recharge the battery after the

9 , eclipse.

42.374 ' That means that limiting the use of the ion propulsion outside
049 the eclipse "season", there is power sufficient also for the ion

propulsion during burning, also if it is necessary to define an
Z (YAW) orbit control strategy such to over compensate the orbit

COG inclination perturbation prior of the eclipse season.

Moreover, the large size of the ARTEMIS antennas produces,
3 19 in particular periods of the year, daily losses of power caused

t.*l Xby partial solar panels shadowing; this leads to station keeping
strategies with duration and location of the burning arcs

49 . dependent on the day of the year.

Y (PITCH) - -- - - -The above constraints lead to a reduction of the efficiency of
the thrust: however in the following we demonstrate that the
choice of an ion propulsion for the north-south station keeping

Fig.2 - Ion propulsion system geometry is convenient for the ARTEMIS satellite, even if a particular
strategy must be adopted.
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STATION-KEEPING OPERATIONS

Traditional orbit control operations are deeply modified when In the above equations:

low thrust ion propulsion systems are used for station keeping. gravitational parameter of Sun or Moon;

In fact, frequent and long firing arcs are required to correct the

north-south perturbation, with a double effect: first, they - i is the gravitational parameter of Earth;

produce a continuous in-plane coupling which modifies the

east-west station keeping cycle, and second, they cause an -r is the Earth-Satellite radius;

uncertainty increase of the satellite orbital state, which should -r, is the Earth-Sun (Earth-Moon) radius;

be frequently re-estimated.

In other terms, orbit control strategies with chemical thrusters -a and 8 are the Sun and Moon right Ascension and declination

are based on discrete orbital state observation and control: orbit (daily averages).

determinations are performed typically once a week, and The Sun perturbation is periodic, zero at the equinoxes ( = 0),
manoeuvres every two weeks; with ion thrusters, the state and maximum at solstice (6=23.44), when its value is

observation and control is almost continuous, since daily and mximm at sy.Notie that, w4 hperturbation along
manoeuvres and state estimations are required. We will Ai =(0.449*(0S)

0 /day.Notethat,whiletheperturbationalong
amnoeuvres and state estimations are required. We will the y-axis is periodic during the year, with zero mean, that along

examine first the station-keeping operations, and then the orbit x-axis is always positive, and its integral over one year is about

determination problems, related to the adoption of an ion 0.30. The sun perturbation is independent from the year, for the

propulsion system, constant inclination of the ecliptic over the equatorial plane.

North-south station-keepin operational aspects The Moon perturbation is periodic as well, with 28 days

Two couples of ion thrusters are mounted on ARTEMIS, the period, and its magnitude depends on the inclination of the

so called RIT and UK systems: their characteristics are given Moon'sorbitontheequatorial plane; theinclination varies from

in tab. 1, while their geometry is shown in fig.2; a satellite mass a maximum of Ai = (3.728* 10-')lday, when 8 = 28.58* (year

of 1360 kg in geostationary orbit is assumed. 2005), to a minimum of Ai =(2.644*10-')*/day, when

5 = 18.30deg (1996). As for the Sun, the Moon effect along the

Tab.l - Artemis Ion Thrusters Characteristics x-axis is always positive, and its yearly integral ranges from

UK RIT about 0.4 to 0.6 deg, while the effect along y-axis is almost

Thrust (iN) 18 15 periodic, with a small residual due to the non-cohincidence of
Thrust - y-axis angle (deg) 49.679 42.374 the lunar line of nodes with the x-axis. The total inclination

Specific Impulse (s) 3000 3000 perturbation, along the x-axis and y-axis, is shown in fig.4,

y-axis acceleration (m/s2) 0.856*10 0.815*105 between 1998 and 1989 spring equinoxes.

z-axis acceleration (m/s 2) 1.009*10
s  0.743*10-

The thrust vector is in the y-z satellite reference plane

(pitch-yaw), and it is directed to the satellite center of gravity o.

(COG), to minimize the attitude perturbations during the firing

arcs. Two acceleration components are therefore produced at 0.6

each firing, one along the y-axis, normal to the orbit plane, used

for north-south corrections, and one along z-axis, in radial a0 4 i

direction, which causes eccentricity perturbations. This last 1

effect can be compensated by two symmetrical firings, at 180 0.2

separation, around ascending and descending nodes. ,

We derive in the following a simplified analytical model to 0

estimate the geostationary orbit inclination perturbation, due

to solar-lunar gravitational effects. The daily inclination 0.2 5o0 100 0 2 o 300 350o 4o

perturbation vector is: i998. m 21 d.y 1999. , pil

Ah(1) Fig.4 - Geostationary orbit plane inclination perturbation

h

where: h is the orbit angular momentum, and Ah its daily The inclination correction due to the ion thrusters can be

modelled as follows:
perturbation.

The inclination perturbation vector components, along the i 2ra, sin A (5)

geocentric inertial reference system x and y axis, are: 2 )

Ai, = Ai sin a (2) where:

Ai, =-Ai cos a (3) -AO is the firing arc amplitude;

-ak is the applied north-south acceleration;

where the daily inclination perturbation module is: -r is the Earth-satellite radius;

-ut is the Earth gravitational constant.

3 ,3  .r' ,Ai = -- sin(2) (4)
2 r]
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If the propelled arc V) is cen tc'd about the phase angle 9,. The inclination evolution after corrections is plotted in fig.6
'.% obtain the A; :; p e, tsi , ie th, .1:,! a v a\;. of the The inclination is kept well inide the required station-keeping
gci: ntric retference s-te; box (0.07"); in addition, the inclination components along x and

Ai Ai sin (0, 
y axis show a quasi-periodic behavior, and therefore the same

S "strategy can be maintained for many consecutive years.
Ai, =Aico0, (7) We outline another interesting feature of the proposed

strategy: the firing duration is Irft unchanged for 14 daysIf we first consider a nominal case. in which no constraints periods, while the central phase of the arc is incriminated, in
are considered, the firing arcs can he equally distributed every the inertial frame, bv 0.986 deg per day: this leaves unchaned
day. The total daily firing arc is divided in two symmetrical the fring schedules, in local time, within 14 days perods
arcs. spaced at 180". to compensate for the radial component therefore allowing easier pcrations and beer
of the ion thrusters acceleration, and centered around the line synchronizatio with east west station-keeping cycles
of nodes (09 = 90" and 0, = 270").

The annual budget, to compensate an average perturbation of
0.8", is 42.9 m/s, with chemical thrusters, and 43.5 nm/s with ion
thrusters; this small difference accounts for the large ion firing o ..
arc duration. A much greater loss of the efficiency, in the r '

\ f V
ARTEMIS configuration, is due to the inclination of the two - ' ,
ion thrusters with respect to the north-south direction: this 0

causes an increase of the yearly budget to 67.1 m/s for UK and -

58.9 m/s for RIT systems. The yearly mass budget however is 00
still much better for ion thrusters: 19.1 kg of chemical
propellant (a specific impulse of 290 s is assumed). 2.9 kg for ol

UK and 25 kg for RIT systems.

However, more realistic operatiional constraints should he 0 -- I ,, 2 - i-)

considered, and deeper analysis performed; in fact, the large I o. m.- 2 , v'. wi
amount of power (6)0 watt), required by ion thruster to be
operated, cause the following operational limitations: ig.6 - Orbit plane inclination behavior after N-S

station k-ecpiin'during the 40 days around eclipses, ion firing is not alledtation eping

for the period necessary for battery charging;
Si nt a ed ring partial solar pane s nWe report, in tab.2, the north-south station keeping budget-firing is not allowed during partial solar panels shadowing; for one year of :,sion, for the two ion propulsion systems

this fact depends on the particular geometry of each satellite, considered (UK and RIT), and the corresponding budget for a
but it is particularly relevant in our case, for the large size of chemical propulsion system (assuming a spec impulse of
the Aemis antennas ica propulsion system (assuming a specific impulse ofthe Artemis antennas. 2.0 s).

In order to simulate the station-keeping strategy, in presence is clear from this table, that the total AV to be spent is
of the above operational constraints, we developed an considerably higher for ion tha f he to al th to be spent is
interactive procedure based on the perturbation and correction considerably higher for ion than for chemical thrusters, du to
models presented above. the inclination of the ion thrust vectors, passing through the

satellite COG. This, of course, implies a loss of efficiency.
Fig.5 shows, in the geocentric inertial reference frame, the which however is largely compensated, in terms of mass

shadow arcs and the two symmetrical firing arcs versus the day budget, by the higher efficiency of the ion thrusters.
of the year, starting from spring equinox 1998. Two 140 days
firing periods, around solstices, are planned; they are centered,
in average, around the line of nodes (90" and 270"). without
conflicting with shadow periods. Tab.2 - Niortn-south station keeping yearly budget (Ai

0.8")
400 ----

S__chemical UK RIT

S00 i-- ' AV north-south m/s) 43.23 43 45 43.49
S- "' "- AV total (m/s) 43.23 69.81 60.79

S. ./ 2 Firing time (hours/day per n.a. 4.82 5.05
S/ . 280 days)

S- . - tuel budget (kg) 19.02 2.98 2.60

,,,-^ / r. Eas-west stiation-keepin g0- 1 le ARTEMISeast-west itn -keeping requirements are to
S ' keep the satellite at the nominal longitude, between 6' and 19"

mo
-  

- ---- - east, within ±0.07".
0 50 1(0 150 20 25 ) .j O 'J

I. ,9- ds. 1 ' iS At that longitude, the gravitational acceleration due to the J,
geopotential coefficient is about -0.409*107 m/s'

Fig.5 - N-S station-keeping: shadow and ion firing arcs corresponding to 1.25*10' deg/day', and the daily AV
perturbation is -3.534*10' mis.
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T he solar radiation pressure causes an eccentricity variation The observations set was composed hy ranging from Fuui;n

Ac. whose module is 8.37*1 ) pr diy, and phase *()0 froni and Villafranca, w ith Ilm random noise, and 2m bia,: a.i

the sun. This effect prxluces a long tenn evolution of the observation arc of 24 hours was selected, in which tA,

eccentricity vector, which in any case should be hb,,ndel in propelled arcs were simulated, of 2 2 hours each 1hI

order to limit the daily longitude libration (±2eC: an cccentricity observations were acquired with period I hour. and thereforc

lower than 3*10' is required, to keep the daily longitude a total of 48 ranging observations were available for the

lihration within 0.035°. estimation process.

The in-plane coupling effects of the ion firings should also he We estimated not only the satellite state vector (three positit

considered: a misalignement of 1" in the direction of the ion and three velocity components), but the parameters whouc

thrust vector causes a tangential acceleration, along the a-priori uncertainty is quite high, as the solar radiation

direction of motion, equal to about 2.310*10 7 m/s 2; if we coefficient, and the external accelerations, applied during the

consider an average firing time of 4.5 hours per day. the ion propelled arcs. The results are presented in tab.3. In terns

resulting AV is 3.742*10' m/s. This value is similar to that due of relative errors, the position and velocity uncertainties are in

to the J,, acceleration, and can be in the same or in opposite the order of 10', the radiation coefficient uncertainty is betier

versus of it. than 102, and external accelerations uncertainties are

The east-west station keeping shall compensate for the above respectively 10 for the first arc and 5*102 for the second ark

perturbations; since they are not completely predictable, a

flexible strategy should be adopted to optimize the control. A good orbital state estimate is therefore achievable even in

A two burns strategy allows the optimum control of the presence of a-priori not well known parameters of the force

eccentricity vector,andofthe longitudinalperturbation.This model as the external accelerations, and the solar radiation
So m coefficient; however, it is recommended, also on the basis of

strategy includes a Al',, in the direction of motion, followed by other simulations not reported here, to estimate the above force
a second AV2, at 12 hours of distance, in opposite direction; the model parameters; finally, the observations should be acquired

burning phases are ±90° from the sun, and therefore at 6 and along one entire orbit period, and at least from two ground

18 local time. The sum of the burns I AVl I + I AV, compensates stations

for the eccentricity perturbations, while their difference

I AV, I -I AlV2 is used for longitude control. By modulating Tab.3 - Orbit Determination Accuracy
properly the two burns, and leaving unchanged the total AV, it

is possible to control the eccentricity vector and a variable 
a
1(m) 44.3 position

longitudinal perturbation. composed of the well known J. ov(mis) 0.003 velocity

geopotential effects and of the unpredictable in-plane ion , 0.01 radiation coefficient
thrusters coupling. A mass budget of 13.1 kg of fuel was
estimated, corresponding to 27.4 m/s, for 10 years of mission. o,(m/s') 0.09* 10 ion acceleration (first arc)

RBITAL STATE ACCURACY (m/s 2) 0.67*10 ion acceleration (second arc)
ORBITAL STATE ACCURACY ________________________

The orbit determination process, usually adopted in

geostationary missions, requires a periodic acquisition of Orbital state uncertainty propagation

ranging observations, from at least two ground stations, and a The execution of frequent station-keeping orbital manoeuvres
statistical estimation of the orbital state by a least square rapidly degrades the orbital state accuracy; in order to
bayesian estimator. For geostationary orbits, it is possible to quantitatively assess this problem, we propagated for a week
reach an accuracy of about 45 m in position and 0.003 m/s in the covariance matrix, associated to the orbital state in the orbit
velocity, with 24-hours of ranging data acquired from at least estimation process; two firing arcs per day were considered, of
two stations, and to maintain it better than 100 m for one week 2.2 hours each, at 12 hoursdistance. We assumed an uncertainty
period. of 1% in the module of the acceleration, and of l* in its direction.

Thle use of the ion propulsion system for station keeping, To propagate the covariance matrix we used an analytical
however, influences this orbit determination procedure; in fact, approach, based on classical Kalman filter theory, and a Monte
the errors associated with the multiple firings introduce a Carlo statistical approach.
rapidly increasing uncertainty in the satellite localization.

In the Kalman filter theory, the covariance matrix is
The analysis presented here is based on two steps: first, we propagated with a recursive algorithm:

estimated the accuracy of the orbit determination process, in

presence of not well known parameters of the model, as the ion C, = (, , ,_ Ck _ , I + S ()
thnrsters accelerations; second, we propagated the orbit state

and associated covariance matrix, in presence of multiple firing where

arcs. (C, is the covariance matrix at step k:

Orbit determination simulation - is the state transition matrix

We used, for orbit determination simulation, a high precision

numerical model, based on a least squares bayesian estimator; -'S is the state noise matrix

the force model included the geopotential field GEML2. solar It f m i t n our model, the state transition matrix includes a simplified
and lunar gravitational field, solar radiation pressure. and gravitational model, and the state noise matrix accounts for the
external accelerations, simulating ion propelled arcs.external accelerations, simulating ion propelled arcs io accelerations uncertainties, during the propelled arcs.

The Monte Carlo approach is based on the following steps
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Km m

-generation of a large number of orbital states at start epoch, __ _____ __o
following the statistics described in the input covariance

matrix; we verified that at least 200 samples are needed to 45 0-45

reach a sufficient level of confidence in the statistical results; 0-

-one week numerical propagation of the initial orbital states, 35 035

with a force model including geopotential up to the fourth 13
order, solar and lunar gravitational perturbations, solar 2 02

radiation pressure, and ion thrusters accelerations; the errors

to the accelerations, both in module and in direction, were 0 20 

considered constant within one single firing arc, and not isl Po 1 v,, o,
correlated between two consecutive arcs; 0q 0 .

-statistical analysis of the propagated states, to calculate the 0005
samples covariance matrix at fixed time intervals. 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Both the analytical and the statistical methods were applied

to the analysis of the covariance matrix propagation; since we

obtained substantially the same results, we present here only Fig.8 - Position and velocity standard deviations propagation
those calculated with the analytical method. (0.5' error in the acceleration direction)

Fig.7 plots the behavior of the standard deviations of position

and velocity, for a seven days arc, when two firing arcs per day It is clear that the localization methods used in standard

are applied, but with no uncertainty in the applied acceleration; missions should be revised when ion propulsion is used for

therefore, if the propagation model is well known, the position station-keeping, since it is needed to switch from a discrete to

and velocity standard deviations remain within 100 m and 0.006 a continuous orbit observation and control concept.

m/s respectively. We also verified that essentially the same To do that, the tracking function should be performed
results are obtained if a sigma of 0.09*106 m/s2 (1% of the continuously, with at least two ranging stations; this could be
module) is applied to the acceleration module, but no error is realized by adding the ranging function to the standard
applied to the acceleration direction; this gives a slight telecommunication terminals. Further, the orbit determination
degradation in position and velocity along z-axis, but no process should be performed after each manoeuvre, or, better,
in-plane coupling. it should be examined the possibility of implementing this

Sfunction by a sequential estimator, as the Kalman filter, able to
1 00, --- --. provide continuous satellite status updating.

90.09

70  
o.7 ATTITUDE CONTROL

6 0  Pu o.6 The ion thrusters are nominally pointed towards the center of
o50 .s gravity of the spacecraft.

40 -0.4 Nevertheless, during the maneuvers which last 6-7 hours per

30s vocyV 03 day, the ion thruster will apply a torque on the spacecraft due
to the uncertainty in the thrust vector direction and to the

20 . variation of the center of gravity.
10 0.1

0 The control designer is interested in some characteristics of
°o 2 3 4 5 6 7this torque such as: the amplitude, the repeatability, the

d.y. variation during the ten years of operative life, the variation
during the firing.

Fig.7 - Position (left) and velocity (right) uncertainties

propagation (no errors in the model) For what concerns the variation of the center of gravity of the
spacecraft, due to propellant sloshing and consumption, this
effects is deterministic in nature and can be maximized.

The uncertainty of the thrust vector is due to phenomena
Fig.8 shows the position and velocity standard deviations linked to the grid erosion and deformation and have not been

evolution when a 0.5* error, according to the error budget of studied completely so far. After recent test activities in MBB,
next paragraph, is applied to the acceleration direction; in this we reached the conclusion that the thrust vector depointing can
case, a large in-plane effect is detected, and we note a relevant be modelled with:
increase of the overall position and velocity errors, up to 4000 d ( t g e < 3

m and 0.3 ms respectively. -a long term drift (due to grid erosion) < 3 deg;m and 0.3 m/s respectively.
-a repeatable (firing to firing) transient depointing < 1 deg:

The behavior shown in fig.8 should be considered as a -a not repeatable (firing to firing) transient depointing < 0.5

maximum; in fact, as discussed in next paragraph, the ion thrust deg.

misalignement could be monitored in real time, and corrected The two last phenomena are probably dependent on
during the manoeuvre; and therefore the expected dispersion thermoelastic deformations of the grids and on their mechanical
of the accelerations direction could be limited to 0.1"; in this design.
case, the position uncertainty in one week could be reduced to
less than 1 km, and that in velocity to 0.1 m/s. 

T a b le 4 provides a su m m a r o f a ll t h e torques.
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In the periods of the year in which the ion propulsion is
operating, the ITAM will be used to dump any 12 hours, by

Tab.4 - Ion thrusters torques ground command, the momentum stored by the DGMW in the

Contribution long term short term short term inertial plane in which it is possible to generate torques with

repeatable not repeatable the ITAM.

Thrust (3 deg) (1 deg) (0.5 deg) This inertial plane is the plane orthogonal to the line between

direction 1.52*10-3  5.1*10 2.55*104 the ion thrusters and the COG at the crossing of the center of

(Nm) the manoeuvre duration ( in the future, it will be called ITAM

COG st (5 c) desaturable plane: I.d.p). This plane is the same for the two
COG shift (5 cm) manoeuvres being the durations of firing shifted of exactly 180
(Nm) 0.910-  deg.deg.

Total (Nm) 2.42* 103 5.* 2.55*10' The center of the firing period moves during the year very
slowly so that in a first approximation it is possible to consider

The momentum that this torques would produce during the them inertially fixed.

firing is prohibitive for any actuator. For example, the use of During any station keeping manoeuvre, from the DGMW

chemical thrusters would imply a propellant consumption of gimbal angles and wheel speed, the momentum inside the I.d.p.

no less than 7 kg per year. can be estimated on ground.

In the following we will assume two reorientations of the

It was decided to mount the ion thrusters on a orientable plate, gimbal per day, one actuated before the firing, and one in the

called ITAM (Ion Thruster Alignement Mechanism). This middle of the arc of firing.
device can be used to trim the alignement of the thrust vector operating, theDuring the days in which the ion thrusters are operating, the
towards the COG before any manoeuvre or also to perform a desaturation pulses shall desaturate only the momentum stored
real time control of the s/c attitude. along the ITAM not desaturable line (I.n.d.l.) which is 42.37

During the firing the attitude control has to maintain the s/c deg (RIT thrusters) or 49.68 deg (UK) half cone from the orbit

attitude perturbation below acceptable thresholds. pole; the direction is obviously dependant on the day.

The attitude control can use as actuator directly the ITAM or During the forty days around the eclipse periods, in which the

can use a system of wheels or a gimbaled wheel that absorbs ion thrusters are not operated, then the desaturation manoeuvre

the momentum generated by the ion thrusters and after can use shall desaturate along all the three axes.
the ITAM to dump the wheels. Attitude control during the firings

The selection of the architecture has to take into account not Donly the station keeping problem, but the complete design of During the firings the DGMW, which is capable to generate
only the station keeping problem, but the complete design of torques in all the three axis directions, have to be driven by
the attitude control, some sensing sufficiently accurate and low noise.

On ARTEMIS, due to the presence of very large solar torques The instruments which are normally used for this purpose are
(that required anyway the presence of a wheel system) we chose integrating gyros and earth sensor. One of the main troubles in
a double gimbal wheel that has the capability to absorb the solar te in r
torque and the not repeatable part of the torque due to the ion using the ion propulsion is the very long time of firing versus
torque and the not repeatable pa of the torque due to the ion the lifetime. An integrating gyro for yaw sensing would imply

thrusterto use them continuously with a daily cycle of at least 0.5. The
At any firing, the ITAM will be oriented so to eliminate the typical reliability of a gyro unit cannot comply with this usage

repeatable part of the disturbing torque and to partially (with some expensive exceptions).
desaturate the wheels. The ARTEMIS attitude control is equipped with an earth

The use of ion thrusters for wheel desaturation save sensor and a star sensor, whose measurements are sent as input
propellant, and lower the frequency of desaturation of the to an observer.
DGMW. A controller has been designed to minimize the stepping of

This characteristics are very important for ARTEMIS. the wheel gimbals.

The payload embarked on this spacecraft is very sensitive to The details of this architecture and control are not given in

thruster actuations so that one of the system constraints is to this paper.
desaturate the wheels just once per day.

With the ITAM it is possible to produce torques which are ,..- ' * '

orthogonal to the line joining the thruster and the COG. The

plane in which we can produce torques with the ITAM is ,---

inertially fixed and is the same for the south and the north

manoeuvre.

Desaturation stratezv

Any 24 hours the DGMW will be desaturated with pulses of

the chemical thrusters. Because the amount of momentum that ..

is storable in the wheels is limited, it is desirable, to avoid the

saturation of the DGMW and to save also some kg of propellant.

to use the ITAM to eliminate as much as possible momentum

in the DGMW. Fig.9 - Yaw and roll depointing versus time
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Fig. 12 - Evolution of gimbal angles of DGNlW versus time




